2019 Day of STEM Itinerary
April 2, 2019 | Michigan Tech SDC Wood Gym | 9:00 - 2:00 EST

9:00    Arrive, check in, find seats in bleachers

9:10 - 9:15    Welcome
   Volunteers get ready

9:15 – 9:20    Disperse into Teams

9:25 – 9:35    Quick Challenge 1: Paper Chain

9:40-9:45    Intro to Waller Coaster

9:45 - 9:50    Volunteers give directions and explain activity

9:50-10:30    Waller Coaster - DI Activity

10:30 - 10:40    Bathroom Break

10:40 - 10:45    Intro to Quick Challenges

10:45 - 11:10    Quick Challenge 2: Catapults

11:10 - 11:30    Quick Challenge 3: Card Towers

11:30 - 11:40    Dismiss students in groups for lunch

11:40 - 12:10    Lunch

12:10 - 12:40    Michigan Tech Department Expo

12:40- 12:45    Intro to Pinball Machine Challenge

12:45 - 12:50    Volunteers give directions and explain activity

12:50 - 1:30    Pinball Machine Challenge

1:45 - 1:50    Closing by MC’s

2:00    Dismissal by school